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Abstract 

This master thesis analyses the housing cooperative´s capability to manage 
knowledge in order to improve its performances and create innovation. It is 
based on the analysis of elite interviews concerning the latest ten years of two 
Swedish housing cooperatives (bostadsrättsförenigar), which are Brf Grantorp 
and Brf Kullen that, because of their almost identical properties, made a 
comparison possible. 

Absorptive Capacity, which refers to the organization´s ability to identify, 
assimilate and apply knowledge in its specific context and Knowledge 
Management, which refers to the organization´s knowledge management 
activities, provided the basis for the theoretical framework. 

The empirical data show that, within the organizations, the main sources of 
knowledge are the Board members: when internal expertise knowledge is 
present then innovation takes place. Lack of policies in recruiting Board 
members means that innovation coming from within the organizations is always 
fortuitous, and depends on the individuals´ previous expertise knowledge. Even 
if the two years mandate constitutes a constrain in investing in knowledge 
development, it has been revealed that providing the Board members with a 
general knowledge in the housing cooperatives´ all-day activities constitutes a 
solid precondition to capture new opportunities: Brf Kullen acts in a more 
proactive way and actively identifies opportunities in the environment. Whilst Brf 
Grantorp does suffer the lack of basic knowledge and acts in a more passive 
way, waiting for someone else bringing in from the outside. However, both the 
organizations suffer the lack of explicit knowledge management policies. This is 
very noticeable when it comes to codification and storage: what is provided is 
essentially of tacit nature, and blanks out over and over again because it still 
remains in the members´ heads and it leaves when they leave the Board. Hence, 
both the organizations´ ability to exploit and transfer knowledge suffers lack of 
efficiency. Furthermore, even if they offer both formal and informal manners in 
order to share ideas between Board members, the activities are subject to each 
Board member´s commitment and time. 
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Thesis structure 

In the first chapter it is argued why even non-profit organizations need to invest 

in innovation. Going throw the shortcomings amongst the most common 

innovation measurement methods, another proposal is presented, in which the 

activities for knowledge exploitation are at the basis for its measurement. Then, 

the purpose of this research is featured. In the second chapter the theoretical 

framework is presented: Absorptive Capacity refers to the organization´s ability 

to identify, assimilate and apply some knowledge in its specific context, while 

Knowledge Management refers to the organization´s knowledge management 

activities, and that may affect its Absorptive Capacity. Thereafter a 

conceptualization is presented, which leads to a model explaining the 

organization´s knowledge management. In the third chapter I debate about the 

kind of data that was needed and explain the way it was. More information 

about the empirical material can be found in the attached appendix (Appendix 

A: The collected data). The fourth chapter is introduced with a short description 

of what a house cooperative is and a presentation of the two research objects: 

the housing cooperatives Brf Grantorp and Brf Kullen. In the fifth chapter the 

empirical material is analyzed and the results are presented. Accompanying 

tables summarizes the Main sources of Knowledge, the Codification and 

Storage, the Knowledge Development, the Sharing and Elaboration, the Results 

and the Main Constrains. Finally, in the sixth chapter I elaborate an answer to 

the research question. The research is summarized and I give way to some 

personal considerations and to proposal for further.  
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 Introduction 1

In this chapter it is argued why even non-profit organizations need to invest in 

innovation. Going through the shortcomings amongst the most common 

innovation measurement methods, another proposal is presented, in which the 

activities for knowledge exploitation are at the basis for its measurement. Then, 

the purpose of this research is featured. 

 

1.1  Background 

Interconnections between innovation, the competitive markets and 

the non-profit sector 

Nowadays innovation as a key factor in competitive markets is given an 

increasingly importance. Schumpeter1 had significantly influenced innovation 

theories. He argues that innovation drives economy through a dynamic process 

where old technologies are replaced by new ones. According to him there are 

incremental innovations that define a continuous development of change 

processes, while a radical innovation is such a process in which large and 

destructive changes occur. Changes that are radical mean structural changes 

within a given market. One example of radical innovation has been the 

calculator industry, where electronic devices took over the electromechanical 

and that meant an exit of a number of organizations who fell behind with 

                                                
1 Schumpeter (1934) 
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development2. This has also been defined by Tushman and Anderson as a 

competence-destroying technological change, "... because ... They destroy the 

competence of existing firms in an industry".3 

It is therefore vital to know why organizations need to innovate. The Oslo 

manual tries to explain this and figure out some reasons, such as improving the 

organizations performances4. That can be done through differentiation, price 

reduction, and production processes optimization, but also by creating a new 

product that can be the source of a market advantage. What is essential for all 

types of innovations in competitive markets is thus that organizations does an 

effort on the one hand to defend their competitive position and on the other 

hand to get new competitive advantages. The organizations that do not keep up 

with developments eventually become "locked out".5 

The concept of non-profit organizations differs from the profit organizations 

essentially because it is based on the idea that the profit is subordinate to the 

mission: the organization exists essentially to satisfy the members’ needs, not to 

get a business profit. However, business strategies are still required in order to 

guarantee the organizations’ survival. This is more evident in cases where a non-

profit organization is in a market open to other competitors. Still, in a situation 

without competitors, the organization needs a turnover that covers its 

maintenance and consequently a business mentality taking care of that issue. 

Hence, to satisfy the needs of its members, the organization is required to adopt 

                                                
2 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.138 
3 Thushman; Anderson (1986), p.442 
4 Oslo Manual (2005) 
5 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.136 
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business strategies in order to survive. Stryjan6 explains that as two different 

forces, in which members’ benefits and the organization’s benefits often pull 

towards opposite goals. The challenge is to satisfy the needs of the members 

through the organization´s resources. But, in order to create such resources, 

business strategies that benefit the organization´s survival must be used. In other 

words a compromise between the two is needed, because certain business 

strategies that benefit members without thinking about the organization’s 

survival may lead the organization to its bankruptcy, while other business 

strategies that make the company profit without thinking about the members’ 

needs can result in a dissatisfaction of the members.  

One could argue that organizations in a competitive market and organizations in 

a non-competitive market differ substantially because the second ones does not 

risk to get “locked out”. The former, as mentioned before, has to innovate both 

to defend its competitive position and to get new competitive advantages. On 

the other hand, the non-profit organizations do basically preserve value such as 

social or economical for their members´ benefits. Consequently, even non-profit 

organizations pushing in innovation could create a new value or improve an 

existing one independently of the market´s nature. The implementation of a new 

system can in the first instance benefit the organization´s members, for instance 

by optimizing or rationalizing the costs of a certain service. 

Taking this perspective in consideration, it is given that organizations that are in 

a competition-characterized market needs to innovate. If they do not do 

innovate, they loose efficiency, competitiveness and market shares and 

                                                
6 Stryjan (1994) 
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eventually are forced to an exit. But even organizations in a non-competitive 

market could create a new value or improve an existing one by pushing in 

innovation. Less palpable is, however, where the efforts need to be made. This 

is because innovation, depending on its nature, can take different meanings. 

Issues about how to measure innovations 

Innovation, whether for a product, a service, an organizational or a process 

innovation, is by definition linked to the uncertainty of its outcome, because it is 

not known in advance what the result of its effort may be. Besides that, it is not 

known a priori the resources required. This can make organizations hesitant or 

reluctant to implement major changes, especially in mature and stagnant 

markets. However, as discussed before, organizations that are in a competitive 

market need to innovate and even organizations in a non-competitive market 

could create new value or improve an existing one by introducing innovation. 

Where efforts are to be made in order to potentially guarantee the best result is 

not an easy task. Still, a reliable measurement to check the organization´s 

condition could be used to predict its outcomes in the future and, in other 

´words, to be able to determinate the organization´s potential for innovation. 

But innovation can be of different natures. In addition to the aforementioned 

incremental and radical innovations, different definitions have been created 

depending on their characteristics: product innovation, process innovation, 

organizational innovation and marketing innovation are some examples. That 

does raise problems about what to measure and how it should be measured. 

Sometimes it is neither favorable to differentiate between the various 
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innovations; especially when the difference is more diffuse and the 

characteristics of various innovations overlap each other. 

Vargo & Lusch7 analyze four key concepts used to differentiate products from 

services: intangibility, inseparability, heterogeneity and perishability. Their 

analysis shows that products and services are converging more and more with 

each other and that these key concepts are present in both, making the 

differences widespread. 

Issues about how to measure innovations are also created by the variables used. 

Among the most used: a) measuring the number of patents in relation to 

innovations; b) measuring R&D investments in relation to innovation. Regarding 

the first measurement the problem arises because patents are no longer only 

used in accordance with their original purpose - as an incentive for innovation. 

Patents themselves have become a marketable item (with their own market and 

brokers) and are also used as a strategic weapon. Nowadays organizations 

compete within a field that goes beyond a product and its market, a field where 

everything is abstract, where what is bought and sold does not have a physical 

form and probably never will do.8 Granstrand9 argues that even if the 

importance of patenting and licensing has increased and organizations invest 

more resources in IP (Intellectual Property Rights) protection, this is handled by 

the organization in a more strategic way, it is a part of the design process, and it 

is used more offensively than defensively. Moreover, he continues, it is used not 

                                                
7 Vargo; Lusch (2004) 
8 Granstrand (1999), p.133 (table 4.1), p.350 
9 Granstrand (1999), p.8 
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only to protect one´s own innovations, but also to simultaneously prevent other 

competing organizations´ development. In some cases, the patent purchase is 

used exclusively to block competing players. Organizations can arbitrarily decide 

to commercialize a patent or to let it lie - and die “locked in a cupboard”. In 

other cases it is a conscious choice to not apply for a patent, for instance when 

some information needs to be kept secret. Hence, measuring the number of 

patents in relation to innovations is not a reliable measurement instrument. 

Regarding the second measurement, which also is correlated with patenting, the 

problem does not quite arise because R&D is an unreliable variable. Rather the 

problem is constituted by the fact that R&D is just one innovation-supporting 

activity. Many would argue that investments in innovation are inherently an 

uncertain variable: the extent of the investment cannot be defined in advance 

and neither it is possible to know whether it will be successful and lead to 

innovation. The Swedish paradox presented by Edquist makes the point clear, 

showing a small number of commercialized innovations in relation to R&D 

investments.10 This leaves room for interpretation: if the hypothesis is “the 

greater the investments in R&D the greater the number of the patents”, how 

does one explain the lack of a directly proportional correlation between the 

scale of investment and the number of innovations? Ejermo et al.11 believe that 

this data does not necessarily mean that there is inefficiency in R&D in Sweden. 

Rather the interpretation can be that at the beginning large investments in 

knowledge building are required in order to achieve long-term growth and, 

                                                
10 Edquist (2010) 
11 Ejermo et al. (2008) 
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because it gives a cumulative return, it has to be seen as a long-term 

investment. Then, an investment made today may give results in the future. 

Still, this is just one variable. Other activities that could generate innovation are 

to be taken into consideration. The reason why other activities had not been 

taken into consideration depend mostly on the perspective that has been used: 

although studies show that in the end is not the manufacturing sector itself but 

other sectors that most benefits from new technologies embodied in new capital 

goods12, the variables used for measuring innovation have usually the 

manufacturing sector and its characteristics as starting point.13 Only in recent 

times has grown a widely recognized need for a systematic collection of data on 

innovation activities in other sectors as well.14 The need for data collection on 

innovation in other sectors, the different innovation categories and an 

increasingly blurring in distinction between products and services15 are 

demanding a broader basis. First it has to be considered if, and in case how, the 

manufacturing sector, the non-profit sector and the service sector has to be 

distinguished from each other; second it has to be developed a more general 

definition of innovation that includes different types. That will give a basis for the 

identification of generalizable indicators for innovation. 

                                                
12 OECD (1996) 
13 Hipp; Grupp (2005) 
14 Evangelista; Sirilli (1998), p.253 - Hipp; Grupp (2005) - Oslo Manual (2005), p.3 
15Vargo; Lusch (2004)  
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Moving focus from “making something” to “what kind of activities 

are needed to create something”: the service sector as an example  

Although there is still no general accepted definition of the service sector, an 

attempt to see what is common for the most part of the definitions is given by 

Vargo: 

 “…The common denominator of most service definitions is “activities” or 

“processes”. This activity or process, in turn, implies applying something 

and doing something for the benefit of some entity. We argue that it is 

individual and organizational resources, especially specialized skills and 

knowledge (i.e., competences) that are being applied. Accordingly, we 

define service as the application of specialized competences (skills and 

knowledge), through deeds, processes, and performances for the benefit 

of another entity or the entity itself (self-service)”16  

This definition of services provides an answer to why we should shift the focus 

from making something to what activities should the organization take care of. 

The “application of specialized competences” is seen as a key factor: it is what 

kind of competences and how they are applied that creates innovation. The 

organization may focus on certain specific skills and knowledge that are of 

importance for providing or creating benefits to “another entity or the entity 

itself”. Although this definition has been given for the service sector, it is fully 

applicable to the manufacturing sector and the non-profit sector as well. 

Consequently, measuring the organizations activities implies the non-necessity 

to distinguish these sectors by their characteristics. Rather may a distinction 

                                                
16 Vargo; Lusch (2004), p.326 
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occur considering what kind of activities and knowledge sources that are 

needed in a certain industry or another. 

A broader definition of innovation 

It is through the aforementioned keywords “activities”, “special skills” and 

“knowledge” that also a broader definition of innovation can be given. A 

prerequisite is the organizations’ ability to carry out activities that combine 

special and different knowledge, generating ideas that in turn generate 

something new creating value. Innovation thus becomes “ the execution of a 

new idea to create value”. The created value may give benefits, both directly 

and indirectly, to organization itself (for instance economical value) or another 

entity (for instance social values for its members). 

The concept of an idea as a new one is strictly related to the context in which it 

is developed. For instance an old idea in a certain context may be felt as a new 

one in another. Similarly, an old idea in a certain industry may result in a new 

way to create value in another industry. 

This definition has two advantages: the first is that it covers all of the 

aforementioned innovations´ characteristics, the other is that the focus is shifted 

from the innovation itself, that is the outcome, to the activity that has fostered 

the innovation. The definition is also well in line with the Oslo Manual, where 

innovation is considered to occur through "the utilization of new knowledge or a 

new combination of existing knowledge".17 

                                                
17 Oslo manual (2005), p.35 
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Sources of innovation 

The need to shift the focus from pure R&D to other forms of knowledge 

generation is proved by an increasingly growing literature on knowledge 

management.18 Hipp & Group19 assumes, that besides R&D there are other 

activities within the organization for the adoption and diffusion of new 

technologies. Different forms of innovation can thus follow different patterns. 

Organizations in the service sector, for example, rather than following the 

traditional R&D tend to work more with project-teams to achieve innovation: 

R&D may play a minor role in other sectors compared to manufacturing industry 

and therefore the focus should be shifted to other forms of knowledge 

generation.20 In their opinion, it is first and foremost how to combine knowledge 

from different sources that form the basis for innovation.21 

A step in this direction has been made for example by Evangelista & Sirilli22 

which, although does not take into account how the organization combines 

different knowledge, shows in previous studies that organizations within the 

service sector uses various sources of innovation. These sources are often used 

simultaneously, and investments in human resources are among the most 

common recurrent activities. The increasing investments in human resources are 

also shown in studies presented by the OECD. 23 In addition to technological 

and scientific processes, organizational and social aspects are becoming 

                                                
18 OECD (2003), P.30 
19 Hipp; Grupp (2005), p.518 
20 Hipp; Grupp (2005), p.523 
21 Hipp; Grupp (2005), p.518 
22 Evangelista; Sirilli (1998), p.264 
23 OECD (1996) 
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increasingly of interest24, and human resources – and the inherent knowledge - 

are increasingly seen as a key factor for innovative strategies. 25 So, the proposal 

is in the first instance to identify the sources of innovation through the 

identification of the organizations activities for the “capture, use and sharing of 

knowledge by the organization”. 26 

The importance of knowledge is becoming increasingly crucial; so crucial that 

many have named the society we live in as “the knowledge society". This 

entails, according to Nonaka27, a need for a shift in our thinking about 

innovation, where the focus should be on how the organization treats and 

generates new knowledge. Because the knowledge required for innovation is 

different in different industries, it becomes difficult to know what kind of 

knowledge is required on a case-by-case basis. Rather one should analyzed the 

organizational conditions for acquisition and development of knowledge and 

what activities (such as courses, R&D, project work, contact with the outside 

world - suppliers, partners, customers) that can foster innovation. However, the 

criterion is that innovation is a path dependent issue: its potential increases 

depending on the knowledge the organization accumulates along the way, 

where it is important on one hand the amount of information necessary to 

perform the task, and on the other hand the amount of information that is 

available at a given time to solve the task. Hence, the decision taken in a certain 

situation will depend on the available knowledge: the less knowledge, the more 

                                                
24 Hipp; Grupp (2005), p.519 
25 Evangelista; Sirilli (1998), p.252 
26 Oslo Manual (2005) p.87 
27 Nonaka (1994), p.14 
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limited choice or the more knowledge, the more strategic choices. But also: 

different knowledge provides a different basis for decision-making. 

The organization's requirements for the capture, use and development of 

knowledge are then at the basis for innovation. How this knowledge will be used 

by the organization is also crucial, but it is up to each organization and cannot 

be influenced a priori. However, being aware of the opportunities available both 

within the organization and outside the organization can increase its innovative 

potential. Organizations need to invest in competence and such initiatives 

should be seen no matter which sector. What, when, and how depends primarily 

on the professional knowledge that already exists within the organization. 

David & Foray argue that an effective diffusion and use of knowledge is not 

automatic, but needs support activities. 28 It derives that it is necessary to know 

where and how organizations invest in knowledge building and whether 

different skills are combined together for innovation. In other words, it would be 

analyzed "the organization's knowledge-promoting activities, which in turn can 

create innovation" because the organizations that are investing in knowledge 

promotion activities are those that have better conditions for innovation 

creation. 

1.2  Purpose 

Knowledge is a main ingredient for creativity. Its building is a path-dependent 

issue and it is influenced by prior knowledge, continuity and a combination with 

other types of knowledge. The more the knowledge about something the 

                                                
28 David; Foray (1994), p. 43-44 
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bigger possibility to solve a task in an efficient manner; hence, it becomes of 

great interest to analyze the organization in terms of its capability to manage 

knowledge in order to improve its performances and create innovation. For this 

purpose a model that explains the organizations´ potential activities in 

knowledge management is required. 

Narrowing the research area 

As previously stated there is today a widely recognized need for a systematic 

collection of data on innovation activities in other sectors beyond the 

manufacturing. 29 The non-profit organizations are consequently included in this 

group. For this study two Swedish housing cooperatives (bostadsrättsföreningar) 

are in focus, specifically Brf Grantorp and Brf Kullen because of their unique 

properties, which make a comparison possible.30 

A question to be answered in this research is the housing cooperatives´ 

capability to manage knowledge in order to improve their performances and 

create innovation. Consequently, answers about what kind of activities and what 

results that have been achieved will also emerge. 

  

                                                
29 Evangelista; Sirilli (1998), p.253 
30 See the chapter: Brf Grantorp and Brf Kullen: a short presentation 
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 Theoretical Framework 2

In this chapter the theoretical framework is presented: Absorptive Capacity 

refers to the organization´s ability to identify, assimilate and apply some 

knowledge in its specific context, while Knowledge Management refers to the 

organization´s knowledge management activities, and that may affect its 

Absorptive Capacity. Thereafter a conceptualization is presented, which leads to 

a model explaining the organization´s knowledge management. 

 

2.1  Absorptive Capacity 

The organization's ability to identify external and new information of value, 

assimilate and apply it to commercial purposes is critical to its innovative 

capabilities. As argued in the previous chapter, the non-profit organizations do 

basically take advantage of innovations as well as by preserving value such as 

social or economical for their members´ benefits. Cohen & Levinthal named this 

capacity as Absorptive Capacity31. The authors write that the organization's 

ability to evaluate and use external information is primarily a function of prior 

related knowledge within the organization. In other words, the higher the level 

of related knowledge in a given area, the higher the organization's ability to 

recognize new information of value in this area. This capability also includes the 

view that prior knowledge facilitates the learning of new related knowledge. 32 A 

key point here is the ability to embrace innovation - some are cleverer to acquire 

                                                
31 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p. 128 
32 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.129 
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and develop it while others cannot do that and miss relevant knowledge. 

Cohen & Levinthal argue that previous possession of relevant knowledge and 

skills is what gives rise to creativity allowing the type of connections and 

associations that would otherwise not have been considered before. 33 Two 

related ideas are implicit in the authors' argument: that learning is cumulative 

and that its outcomes are best when what is to be learned is in any way related 

to existing knowledge. It is therefore also important which skills the organization 

takes into account. The authors believe that, because there is uncertainty from 

which domains relevant information can occur, providing a diverse background 

constitutes a solid basis on which more likely incoming information can be 

related to existing knowledge. In addition, to strengthening the assimilative 

capacity, the providing of diverse knowledge gives conditions to make new 

connections and associations possible. 34 The key point here is that innovation, 

which goes hand in hand with creativity, has better conditions when a) learning 

is cumulative, and b) if the background is diverse. 

From Individual to Organizational Absorptive Capacity 

Absorptive capacity can be analyzed both at the individual level (its prior 

knowledge makes it easier to gather new knowledge and combine it in new 

ways), and at the organizational level (path-dependent ability to develop 

knowledge and combine different skills). The organization's absorptive capacity 

depends on the absorptive capacity that its individual members possess. This 

capacity varies depending on both the acquisition and assimilation potential but 

                                                
33 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.130 
34 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.131 
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also on the organization's ability to exploit and transfer knowledge between its 

different units. 35 Central here are both the potential of the individual which, as 

discussed above, should increase with the new knowledge that he may have 

access to, and the codification of knowledge from tacit to explicit so that other 

members can also take advantage of it and expand their own potential. 

Cohen & Levinthal stresses the importance of the communication structure 

between the organization and the external environment, the organization's 

various departments and the individual's skills and its distribution within the 

organization.36 The authors emphasize that it is by linking various knowledge 

within the organization that new and innovative combinations arise, through 

associations that go beyond what an individual alone can accomplish. Hence, 

the absorptive capacity potential is not just in the individual per se, but in the 

connections between the different capacities that each individual possesses. 37 

A generalization that the authors assume, both at the individual and at 

organizational level, is that prior knowledge allows both assimilation and 

exploitation of new knowledge. 38 This affects the organization performances 

over time: if its absorptive capacity in a certain field is not developed in the 

initial period, then some opportunities in that particular field will be missed not 

just in the first place but also in the future because the organization´s notions will 

still be the same. Thus, some critical opportunities should be underestimated 

                                                
35 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.131 
36 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.132 
37 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.133  
38 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.135 
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and lead to a company´s competitive lockout. 39 According to Cohen & Levinthal, 

organizations with a higher degree of absorptive capacity will be more proactive 

and actively seek opportunities in the environment, "independently of current 

performances".40 Knowledge beyond the transaction cost can make the 

organization inclined to think long-term and not just take into account short-

term performances. 

One conclusion that the authors draw is that you cannot a priori know the 

degree of effort in absorptive capacity referred to as optimal, because of its 

intangible nature. 41 However, it is possible to identify the structural conditions 

for the innovation promotion within the organization. 

From Absorptive capacity to innovation through Knowledge 

Management 

Zahra & George42 have further developed the theory of Absorptive Capacity to 

include organizational processes and procedures in which the organization 

manages knowledge. The identified areas were: acquisition, assimilation, 

transformation and exploitation. The first two are, according to the authors, 

areas where potential absorptive capacity is available while the other two 

represent realized absorptive capacity. The authors´ findings show that the levels 

of education and experience are positively correlated with the propensity to 

invest in activities that promote innovation, such as investments in training and 

                                                
39 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.136 
40 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.137 
41 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.149 
42 Zahra; George (2002) 
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ICT applications.43 In other words, the authors are of the opinion that the more 

qualified staff, the more willingness to invest in the expansion and development 

of existing knowledge. This correlation supports the idea that the existing 

knowledge within the organization is a fundamental prerequisite for its 

development. 

2.2  Knowledge management  

Knowledge management can be seen as a set of relatively new organizational 

activities which aim is to acquire, combine, extend and develop the 

organization´s knowledge. This may improve the organizations performances but 

also give rise to creative solutions and innovations. Davenport & Prusak 

postulate “…if knowledge management is to thrive, organizations must create a 

set of roles and skills to do the work of capturing, distributing and using 

knowledge”.44 

Previous studies show that knowledge management is common among 

organizations that also invest in innovation promotion activities.45 Some 

examples of knowledge management activities are: the acquisition of new 

knowledge from the outside, the circulation of information between 

departments, the combination and the knowledge sharing between different 

skills. Some other examples from the OECD46 are: knowledge sharing, acquiring, 

integrating, mapping and capturing. Many models concerning knowledge 

                                                
43 Gray (2006), p.353 
44 Davenport; Prusak (1998) p.107 
45 OECD (2003) 
46 OECD (2003), P.34 
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management activities have been developed. Below are introduced some of the 

most quoted.   

According to King47 knowledge management is based on the premise that 

human beings are unable to use the full potential of their brains and 

consequently neither can the organization use all the knowledge that these 

people possess. The author believes that through knowledge management the 

organization´s performances can be improved. This can be done acquiring 

potentially relevant knowledge and making it available to those within the 

organization that can use it in the best possible way. He differentiates between a 

tacit knowledge and an explicit knowledge.48 What differentiates tacit from 

explicit, according to the author, is that the latter exists precisely because of its 

explicit form, and it can for example be expressed in terms of words, sentences, 

documents or organized data. Unlike explicit knowledge the tacit knowledge 

exists only in the individual´s head: that makes this kind of knowledge not 

accessible in the same way. Hence, this form of knowledge is underutilized. In 

other words, the organization is not fully aware of its own potential: quoting 

O´Dell & Grayson, “…it (the organization) does not know that it knows”.49 

The challenge is thus to transform the tacit knowledge that each individual 

within the organization possesses to explicit and make it commonly available. 

The OECD echoes this concept saying that first and foremost individuals learn in 

one's own context, but that its impact varies depending on whether the 

                                                
47 King (2009), p.3 
48 King (2009), p.3 
49 O´Dell; Grayson (1998) 
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knowledge generated remains "invisible and ignored" or if it is "articulated and 

shared”.50 As key factors are considered on the one hand the absorptive 

capacity and on the other hand the organization's strategies to get connected to 

external knowledge and sources of innovation, such as users, suppliers, science 

and technology. 51 

Lee et al.52 believe that development and better performances can be achieved 

combining the available knowledge areas within the organization. The authors 

identify five areas of activity for the management of knowledge within the 

organization53: knowledge creation (encouraging inter-relations between 

individuals of different backgrounds), knowledge accumulation (all the 

organization´s members must have access to the necessary information, such as 

database, to obtain information relevant to their work and decision-making) 

knowledge sharing (encouraging the dissemination of knowledge), knowledge 

utilization (for instance the applying of best practices or encouraging new ideas 

about the use of existing knowledge), and knowledge internalization (this can 

occur when relevant new knowledge is discovered, acquired and applied by the 

organization´s members. The authors argue that these activities are the basis for 

knowledge creation. 

King, inspired by Nonaka54 and Huber55, identifies seven different activity areas 

                                                
50 OECD (2003), P.14 
51 OECD (2003), P.17 
52 Lee; Lee; Kang (2005) 
53 Lee; Lee; Kang (2005) 
54 Nonaka (1994) 
55 Huber (1991) 
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for knowledge management within the organization. Acquisition means search, 

recognition and assimilation of knowledge of potential value that is outside the 

organization. Creation implies the development of new knowledge or replace 

the existing with a new content. It can be done by socialization (when tacit 

knowledge evolves in new tacit knowledge through social interactions and 

shared experiences), by combination (when explicit knowledge evolves in new 

explicit knowledge through merging, categorizing and synthesizing), by 

externalization (when tacit knowledge is converted to new explicit knowledge), 

by internalization (when new tacit knowledge is created from explicit 

knowledge). Refinement involves a translation of "tacit knowledge" to "explicit 

knowledge". Storage means codifying, organizing and storing the material that 

has been translated into explicit. Transfer and sharing: while the former involves 

the transfer of knowledge from a transmitter to a receiver is the latter a more 

diffuse sharing of knowledge. Utilization, involves the use of knowledge for 

individual and collective learning and that in turn can lead to innovation. King 

believes that knowledge management should treat these activities as a process 

and develop methods and incentives for participation. 

The models differentiate themselves not significantly from each other and easily 

can basic commonalities be recognized: a search for information, both internally 

and externally (where the requirement is the access to information); the 

acquisition and use of information (both new and old) in different contexts; the 

distribution and combination of knowledge, where a translation/codification is a 

necessary measure; an improvement, both at individual and at collective level. 
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2.3  The conceptualization: an explaining model 

As presented in the introductory chapter, knowledge-promoting activities for 

innovation and performance improving are in focus for this study. Absorptive 

Capacity and Knowledge Management represent the theoretical framework and 

give the possibility for an interpretation of these activities. Hereafter is 

presented a conceptualization, which leads to a model explaining the 

organization´s knowledge management. 

Knowledge exploitation affects the organization´s potential for innovation and, 

more generally, for its performances. New knowledge can be generated either 

within the organization or acquired from outside through various channels, and it 

involves new knowledge or existing knowledge combined in a new way. This 

means that an analysis of the activities that occur within the organization for 

both the generation and the acquisition of knowledge is the focus of this study. 

A first step is to identify, based on my theoretical framework, the areas where 

knowledge management activities take place. A second step, which is based on 

this conceptualization, becomes the creation of an explaining model for the 

organization´s knowledge management. 

Knowledge can be retrieved both from the outside and from the inside (within 

the organization). The knowledge retrieved from the outside takes place in two 

phases: the first through an Identifying, and depends on what kind of 

knowledge that is considered relevant. This in turn depends on the seeker´s 

previous knowledge, because the more the previous knowledge, the more the 

relevant knowledge that can be identified. The second phase is the Acquisition, 

and basically depends on constrains not directly correlated to the first phase 
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(such as lack of knowledge) but such as financial or legal impediment. Its 

outcome may also be encouraged through incentives (e.g. course funding for 

the organizations members). New identified knowledge may come from, or be in 

the form of: feedback from customers or suppliers, new members with new skills, 

competition and spillovers, other filial organizations, public research institutions, 

training programs, collaboration with other organizations, strategic alliances or 

purchases, industry associations, cooperation with external expertise, other 

external knowledge sources (such as the Internet). The knowledge retrieval from 

the inside (within the organization) can be achieved by making use out of the 

codified and stored information (e.g. databases) or more informally through 

exchange of information among members in the everyday work. 

Next step in the process is the generation within the organization. Knowledge 

Sharing not only provides for the members the opportunity to learn but it also 

gives the possibility for Elaboration, namely to combine different skills with each 

other. The Result of this elaboration is in the first place the outcome itself, which 

may be an innovation or an improvement of an existing service. 

But this process also improves both the individual and the collective knowledge 

because of an occurred Individual and Collective Learning. Even this phase may 

be influenced in a negative or a positive manner. The cross-sectorial - or simply 

the individual lack of cooperation constitutes a constrain for knowledge sharing. 

As for the second case could incentives for knowledge sharing work as 

facilitating factor. 

This in turn leads to an Improvement of the organization's members to identify 

and acquire relevant knowledge. The individuals become in other words more 
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able to obtain new knowledge thanks to the new knowledge they have 

assimilated. A loop is created, where the organization's prerequisites, thanks to 

the member´s path-dependent increasing knowledge, become more promising 

for its performance optimization and for the occur of creative solutions. 

To notice that new knowledge can be generated at each stage of process. It is 

thus important the Codification and the Storage for future reuse. Here the 

challenge is to actually make tacit knowledge to explicit. Likewise the previous 

mentioned phases, also here incentives may work as coadjutant. 

 

Hence, the identified areas where knowledge management activities take place 

are: Identifying & Acquisition, where the goal is to identify which strategies the 

firm uses; Sharing & Elaboration+ Individual & Collective Learning where the 

goal is to identify which strategies to facilitate the transfer and sharing of 

knowledge; Codification & Storage, where the goal is to identify which 

strategies that permits codification, dissemination and re-use of knowledge; 

Result, where the goal is to identify the results of such activities. 
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 Methodology 3

In this chapter the kind of material needed and collected is reasoned. More 

information about the empirical material can be found in the attached appendix 

(Appendix A: The collected data) 

 

3.1  Approach 

The model presented in the previous chapter works as framework in collecting 

empirical material that is of relevance for this study. Because the needed 

material is not available through public sources, the organizations are directly 

contacted. The material collected is thus through interviews. 

A number of questions are formulated, in order to provide answers about the 

knowledge management activities within the organization. The interviews are 

semi-structured, which means that the pre-prepared questions work as 

milestones with the possibility to formulate new ones if a new insight occurs. 

Elite Interviews as selected method 

The housing cooperatives´ Board members are interviewed, because of their 

privileged position compared to a regular member of the organization. The 

advantages in interviewing these members are primarily two. The first is due to 

their insight of the everyday activities the organization has to take care about. 

The second is due to their decision-making position: it is essentially the Board 

members the ones who make decisions about different issues. The selection of 
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the respondents follows these requirements: those who have been in charge 

longest during the latest ten years, for example by being re-elected (however, at 

least half of the whole teen-years-period); those who have had a post as 

chairman or alternatively as vice-chairman. These requirements are given to 

ensure that the respondents have a broader knowledge of the organizations 

activities over a larger period. The mentioned criteria are hence also though in 

order to improve the validity and the reliability of the empirical data. 

3.2  Operationalizing the model 

Identifying & Acquisition 

The goal here is to collect data about: the organizations´ main sources of 

knowledge; if there are resources dedicated for the integration of new 

knowledge; which kind of constrains that affect it. Following questions work as 

support to get answers. 

-What are the main sources of knowledge within the organization? 

(e.g. Board members, housing cooperative) 

-What are the main sources of knowledge outside the organization? 

(e.g. clients, suppliers, industrial associations, public research institutions and universities) 

-What resources are dedicated to detecting, obtaining and communicating external knowledge 

within the organization? 

-What are the main constrains that affect your decisions? 

(e.g. economic, legal, time, other) 

Sharing & Elaboration 

The goal here is to collect data about: how the organizations usually work both 

within the organization itself and with other actors. Following questions work as 
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support to get answers. 

-How do you usually work? 

-How do you usually choose those who are to complete a given task? 

(e.g. project and similar) 

-Do you have any form of cooperation with other actors, such as industry associations, 

universities, expertise, etc. 

 -How does it work? 

 -What they contribute to? 

- Are there other forms of knowledge sharing between employees? 

(e.g. intro courses, presentations, etc.) 

Results 

The goal here is to collect data about: what results have been achieved thanks 

to the new learned knowledge. Following questions work as support to get 

answers. 

-Can you give me some examples of how new knowledge or a new combination of existing 

knowledge has led to an improvement? 

(at the individual level: employees - at the aggregate level: project teams, the hole organization) 

-Can you tell me about a new service or an improvement of an existing one.  

-How did you develop it – what were the triggers?  

-Who developed it? 

-What benefits the organization received from it? 

 

Codification & Storage 

The goal here is to collect data about: how the organizations usually codify and 

store information; how the information storage improves/should improve the 
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organizations´ performances. Following questions work as support to get 

answers. 

-Do you usually codify and store information? 

 -Which kind of information? (e.g. best practices, manuals, work procedures, etc.)  

-In what way does the stored information contribute to the company's performances? 

-In case you don´t store information: in what way does it affect the organization´s performances? 

Incentives 

The goal here is to collect data about: what kind of incentives for the knowledge 

development. Following questions work as support to get answers. 

-What kind of incentives do you have for encouraging workers to: 

 -continue their education 

 -suggest about how to use new or existing knowledge 

 -transfer their knowledge to other workers 

 -document and store into databases work-related information 

Supplementary information 

The goal here is to collect data about: supplementary information that has not 

been addressed with the previous questions. It is a very open question that 

leaves room for the respondent to provide information that he considers 

essential. Following questions work as support to get answers. 

-Something more you want to say? 
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 The housing cooperatives 4

This chapter is introduced with a short description of what a house cooperative 

is and a presentation of the two research objects: the housing cooperatives Brf 

Grantorp and Brf Kullen.  

 

4.1  Brf Grantorp and Brf Kullen: a short presentation56 

A housing cooperative is a form of economic association whose purpose is to 

lease apartments to its members57. The housing cooperative may be of different 

sizes and include one or several buildings. Each member of the association is 

entitled to use one or more apartments, depending on the bought rights, and 

has the possibility to resell or buy the rights on the market. The Board is 

responsible for managing the day-to-day management of the association´s 

property. This should always be done in a way that best promotes its members 

interests. At the general meeting, which occurs once a year, the previous year's 

report is presented and a Board for the next year is chosen. The Nomination 

Committee is responsible for recruiting new (and old) people who are interested 

in being involved in the Board. At the annual general meeting, they leave their 

suggestions on which they think should be included in the new Board and the 

length of its mandate, which varies between one or two years. Also the number 

                                                
56 A short presentation has been given by the Brf Grantorp´s and Brf Kullen´s chairmen 
57 http://www.bolagsverket.se/ff/foreningsformer/bostadsrattsforening/vad-1.1816 
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of the Board members is discussed and chosen. If someone at the Board leaves 

during the year, then an extra general meeting can be done. Otherwise the 

Board can also choice to not do anything and continue until the next planned 

annual general meeting. 

The properties of these Swedish housing cooperatives were built in 1970's, 

thanks to a government project named “Milionprogrammet” in a period where 

the priorities of the Swedish government were to quickly build a million homes 

and improve housing standards. Hence, in the beginning, the buildings were 

public goods. During the 1900´s the properties were sold out and HSB 

(Hyresgästernas Sparkass- och Byggnadsförening), a cooperative organization 

specialized in helping housing cooperatives, bought and split them into two 

housing cooperatives. The two different buildings were named Brf Kullen and 

Brf Grantorp. Although Brf Kullen has three buildings and Brf Grantorp has two, 

it is almost as many members belonging to the respective cooperatives (453 for 

Grantorp, 407 for Kullen). The buildings are almost identical in appearance and 

structure and there are some spaces that are common and have to be managed 

together.  

About 5 years ago Brf Grantorp ended its membership with HSB while Brf Kullen 

is still a member. The direct benefit of that was essentially economical – Brf 

Grantorp saved around 250 000SEK, which was a remaining amount to pay 

related to membership fee. Services, such as financial, technical and 

administrative management, were still bought from HSB but eventually other 

competitors replaced HSB – during the last year (2012) all these three services 

have started to be administrated by Sbc (Sveriges BostadsrättsCentrum). Brf 
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Kullen is still a member and is still buying all three services from HSB. However, 

both the cooperatives are completely independent and make completely 

autonomous decision on matters such as financial.  
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 Getting to the point: how the cooperatives act 5

In this chapter the empirical material is analyzed and the results are presented. 

Accompanying tables summarizes the Main sources of Knowledge, the 

Codification and Storage, the Knowledge Development, the Sharing and 

Elaboration, the Results and the Main Constrains. 

 

The non-profit organizations do basically take advantage of innovations by 

preserving value such as social or economical for their members´ benefits. 

Knowledge can be retrieved both from inside and outside the organization; its 

exploitation affects the organization´s potential for innovation and, more 

generally, for its performances. This means that an analysis of the activities that 

occur within the organization for both the generation and the acquisition of 

knowledge is the focus of this study. 

The empirical data (see Appendix A: the collected data) show that the main 

sources within the organizations are the Board members: when internal expertise 

knowledge is present then innovation takes place. What is provided is essentially 

of tacit nature, because information is not codified nor stored.  

Another problem is the lack of basic knowledge. The organization´s ability to 

identify external information of value is primarily a function of prior related 

knowledge within the organization. This capability also includes the view that 

prior knowledge facilitates the learning of new related knowledge. As argued in 

the precedent chapter, learning is cumulative and its outcomes are best when 
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what is to be learned is in any way related to existing knowledge. But the two-

years mandate constitutes a constrain in investing in knowledge development. 

Neither of the organizations want to invest in expertise knowledge 

development, because of the short mandate, which is only two years. Still, the 

organization Brf Kullen has a clear budget and a clear purpose, which is to 

provide a basic knowledge in all-days activities for a housing cooperative´s 

Board member. This knowledge is relevant taking in consideration that, because 

there is uncertainty from which external domains an innovation can occur, 

providing a general background constitutes a solid basis on which more likely 

incoming information can be related to existing. 

That explains why the organizations´ behaviors differ when it comes to acquire 

knowledge from outside the organization.  
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The case of Brf Grantorp shows that it acts in a passive way (see Table 1-Main 

sources of knowledge), selecting what the network of contractors and partners 

offers, while Brf Kullen acts in an active way, chasing innovations even outside its 

own network (such as at trade fairs). The difference seems principally based on 

different structural conditions (see Table 3-Knowledge Development): the 

former organization does not really have policies on how to gather basic 

knowledge, and consequently does not really know how to capture new 

opportunities. The latter organization has a policy about developing basic 

knowledge, and it gives the preconditions to capture new opportunities: it acts, 

compared to Brf Grantorp, in a more proactive way and actively seeks 

opportunities in the environment, independently of current performances. 

However, both the organizations suffer the lack of explicit policies for the 

codification and the storage of their knowledge, which is partial and only in 

paper format (see Table 2- Codification and Storage). They both are conscious 

that improving these activities is a necessity because transforming implicit 

knowledge to explicit would improve the potential of each individual.  
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At the organizational level, the path-dependent ability to develop knowledge 

and combine different skills blanks out over and over again every time one 

Board member leaves due to the fact that best practices, manuals, work 

procedures, etc., are not codified and stored. What is known still remains in the 

Board members´ heads and disappears when they leave.  

The organization´s absorptive capacity depends on the absorptive capacity that 

its individual members possess. This capacity varies depending on both the 

acquisition and the assimilation potential but also on the organization´s ability to 

exploit and transfer knowledge between its different units. 
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Both the organizations´ ability to exploit and transfer knowledge suffers lack of 

efficiency (see Table 4-Sharing & Elaboration). Even if the organizations offer 

both formal (such as Board meetings) and informal (such as conferences and 

meetings with other housing cooperatives) ways in order to share idea between 

Board members, the activities are subject to each Board member´s commitment. 

Both the organizations expressed this shortcoming as a problem and clearly 

explained that often the one who completes a given task relies on his 

commitment before than on his skills: “…many think that it should not be 

something more than just making presence at the meeting once in a month. But 

it is rather all the things you take care of in between the meetings that are most 

important… commitment is the biggest challenge. People usually say that they 

do not really have time to do one or the other, but actually is commitment that 
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is missing. Before, a long time ago, I remember Board people had time and did 

a lot of things. Today it is expected that someone else should do the job”.58 

 

Both the organizations achieved results that gave economical benefits (money 

saving) but also social (improved services and new ones), although in different 

ways (see Table 5-Results): regarding Brf Grantorp innovations principally came 

from within the organization, while it is the opposite regarding Brf Kullen (often 

it comes from trade fairs). Some examples about the Brf Grantorp´s are59: better 

bank loans negotiations, better video surveillance cameras, the purchase of an 

own server and own cabling for performance improving and financial savings – 

                                                
58 Cf. Appendix A: The collected data 
59 Cf. Appendix A: The collected data 
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all that because of the Board´s internal expertise. Some examples about the Brf 

Kullen are60: a new automatic and cost saving detergent treatment in laundry 

rooms, a new CO2 energy efficient system in the garage, the water-cleaning 

Bauer system – all that coming from trade fairs where Brf Kullen established 

contacts. 

Without having specific policies in recruiting Board members, such as according 

to required skills or similar, the cases in which innovation came from within the 

organization is always fortuitous, and depends on the individuals´ already 

existing expertise knowledge before they came to the Board. This concerns 

both the organizations, which means that Brf Grantorp was lucky enough to get 

more expertise at the Board than Brf Kullen.  

 

The time mandate constrain does not allow the developing of expertise 

knowledge within the organization. However, results have been seen in the 

                                                
60 Cf. Appendix A: The collected data 
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introduction of a basic knowledge, giving Brf Kullen a driving force. The 

organization acts in a more proactive way, as a pioneer in searching and 

integrating innovations regardless of the existing network (it introduced a lot of 

innovations coming from the trade fairs), while Brf Grantorp acts more as a 

follower introducing propositions that come from the network (e.g. from 

contractors or from Brf Kullen´s innovations).  

As analyzed before, the time mandate for a Board member is a constrain, 

causing the non-investment in knowledge development more than such a 

pivotal. However, even for a more essential knowledge, the issue is still present: 

the election committee´s lack of essential basic knowledge influences the Board 

members´ choice for both the organizations. And, as previously analyzed, it 

affects Brf Grantorp´s Board members’ behaviors as well. Moreover, other two 

constrains affect the organizations (see Table 6-Main constrains): the members´ 

commitment and the resources – principally time - they can dispose of. The 

absence of explicit knowledge management policies is also affecting the 

performances of both the organizations, which admitted that the codification 

and storage of all information regarding the housing cooperative could improve 

its performances. Saving time, avoiding doing the same thing twice and 

avoiding doing something wrong again are the main reasons reported by the 

respondents: “the issues vary continuously but … the basic knowledge, what it 

has been gathered in two years, is gone and we need to re-educate someone 

else. Again and again from the bottom, and every two years we have the same 

problem. Because of that, it is not unfamiliar getting into the same errors when 
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we do things”.61  

  

                                                
61 Cf. Appendix A: The collected data 
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  The bottom line: what is learned? 6

In this chapter an answer is finally given to the research question. The research is 

summarized and I give way to some personal considerations and to proposal for 

further. 

 

Nowadays innovation as a key factor in competitive markets is given an 

increasingly importance. The concept of non-profit organizations differs from the 

profit organizations essentially because it is based on the idea that the profit is 

subordinate to the purpose: the organization exists essentially to satisfy the 

members’ needs, not to get a business profit. However, even non-profit 

organizations such as housing cooperatives pushing in innovation could create a 

new value or improve an existing one for their members´ benefits.  

A prerequisite is the organizations’ ability to carry out activities that combine 

special and different knowledge, generating ideas that in turn generate 

something new creating value. Innovation becomes with that “ the execution of 

a new idea to create value”. The concept of an idea as a new one is strictly 

related to the context in which it is developed. For instance an old idea in a 

certain context may be felt as a new one in another. Similarly, an old idea in a 

certain industry may result in a new way to create value in another industry. The 

created value may give benefits, both directly and indirectly, to the organization 
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itself (for instance economical value) or another entity (for instance social values 

for its members). 

A question to be answered was the housing cooperatives´ capability to manage 

knowledge in order to improve their performances and create innovation. The 

answer is based on the analysis of elite interviews concerning the latest ten years 

of two Swedish housing cooperatives (bostadsrättsförenigar) that, because of 

their almost identical properties, made a comparison possible. Answer also 

emerged about what kind of activities and what results that have been achieved.  

As argued in the theoretical framework, innovation, which goes hand in hand 

with creativity, has better conditions when a) learning is cumulative, and b) if the 

background is diverse. The organization's absorptive capacity depends on the 

absorptive capacity that its individual members possess. This capacity varies 

depending on both the acquisition and assimilation potential but also on the 

organization's ability to exploit and transfer knowledge between its different 

units.62 It has also been discussed the potential of the individual which should 

increase with the new knowledge that he may have access to. Through 

knowledge management the organization´s performances can be improved, 

acquiring potentially relevant knowledge and making it available to those within 

the organization that can use it in the best possible way. The challenge is thus to 

transform the tacit knowledge to explicit – through its codification and storage - 

and make it available for others' use.  

                                                
62 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.131 
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Another argued point was that organizations with a higher degree of absorptive 

capacity would be more proactive and actively seek opportunities in the 

environment, "independently of current performances".63 Because of its 

intangible nature, it is impossible to know a priori the degree of effort needed 

for innovation. However, it is possible to identify the structural conditions for the 

innovation promotion within the organization. 

The empirical data show that, within the organizations, the main sources are the 

Board members: when internal expertise knowledge is present then innovation 

takes place. Lack of policies in recruiting Board members means that innovation 

coming from within the organizations is always fortuitous, and depends on the 

individuals´ previous expertise knowledge. So, what happens when the lucky 

draws end? 

Even if the two years mandate constitutes a constrain in investing in knowledge 

development, it has been revealed that providing the Board members with a 

general knowledge in the housing cooperatives´ all-day activities constitutes a 

solid precondition to capture new opportunities: Brf Kullen acts in a more 

proactive way and actively identifies opportunities in the environment. Whilst Brf 

Grantorp does suffer the lack of basic knowledge and acts in a more passive 

manner, waiting for someone else bringing in from the outside (such as 

contractors or the same Kullen). 

However, both the organizations suffer the lack of explicit knowledge 

management policies. This is very noticeable when it comes to codification and 

                                                
63 Cohen; Levinthal (1990), p.137 
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storage: what is provided is essentially of tacit nature, and blanks out over and 

over again because it still remains in the members´ heads and it leaves when 

they leave the Board. Hence, both the organizations´ ability to exploit and 

transfer knowledge suffers lack of efficiency. Furthermore, even if they offer both 

formal and informal ways in order to share ideas between Board members, the 

activities are subject to each Board member´s commitment and time. 

The commitment issue:  a proposal for further studies 

I would like to conclude with some considerations on the possible developments 

of this study. The first is a structural condition that has not been addressed in 

this research. It is the limited choice a housing cooperative has to deal with, 

which in turn results in the incapacity to do a more focused choice. In other 

words, the candidates for a place at the Board are almost exclusively among the 

housing cooperative´s members. Unlike for example a for-profit private 

organization, that has the possibility to select the needed skills from an open 

market, the housing cooperative rarely goes beyond its borders (which are the 

cooperative´s members itself). However, several variables are involved in the 

outcome: for example, a bigger housing cooperative may – statistically speaking 

- have more chances among its members compared to a smaller one or, in the 

case of similar size, it may play a role where they are located (e.g. city vs. the 

countryside). In addition, even if a potential useful profile could be available 

among the members, it is not said that the person in question is willing to get 

involved in Board activities.  

That leads to the second consideration: because of its nature, which is non-

profit, both commitment and time are factors that in some way are implied with 
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the Board´s activities. The problem arises when such organizations suffer the 

absence of both. Even if there is little or nothing to do to prevent the problem 

of the choice limit among the organization´s members, is it possible to revise 

solutions in order to make the Board “more attractive”? In other words: should 

new and more focused incentives be a solution? 
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Appendix A: The collected data 

Brf Grantorp 

Respondent 1 

Date: 24 April 2013 

Organization: Brf Grantorp 

Term of office: 8 of the last 10 years, 7 of them as chairman 

Abbreviations:  

Sbc = Sveriges BostadsrättsCentrum 

HSB = Hyresgästernas Sparkasse och Byggnadsförening 

 

Identifying & Acquisition 

-What are the main sources of knowledge within the organization? 

(e.g. Board members, housing cooperative) 

The first source is the Board members. We are today 5 members: 1 chairman, 1 finance 

manager, 1 IT-manager, 2 secretaries. Other 4 people dropped out since the last annual general 

meeting in may 2012. 

The finance manager contributes by managing and negotiating bank loans and fixing budget 

plans. Besides the usual Board meetings, which are once a month, he also participates in all the 

meetings with project managers, construction projects, etc. That is of great benefit to get more 

understanding of what is to be done: in other words, not just looking in you wallet and save as 

much as possible taking the cheapest option but being able to get a sense of the service an 
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quality that you get for money (only possible by the meetings, not by reading what is written in 

the agreements). 

Our IT-manager has been and is a great resource. There is so much to be changed and 

renewed, from new cabling (which means physical work) to new IT-solutions (a new website, new 

e-services such as a new website and a new laundry room booking system with new functions, 

etc.). He also participates in most of the meetings, especially the ones IT-inherent, negotiating 

prices and solutions together with other contractors. 

We also have a building superintendent, which is a housing cooperative member. That means he 

is living here at these buildings and is always located on “the field”. It is a great resource 

because he can handle the members living here at the issues in a different way than an external 

one. For example, even if he ends his pass at 16.00 he is still “available”. In an emergency it 

goes much faster to contact him other than on-call services, and his assistance goes very quickly 

(he lives right there). He is, as I say, a member of the housing cooperative, so that he too takes 

advantages of a well-managed work. So, the advantage is that issues are handled in a more 

efficient way. Moreover, even if it costs quite a lot having a building superintendent who works 

full time, it is quite a lot that saved by not having to call the on-call services and other externals. 

Me, as chairman, I have an overall control, an eye on all the projects that are ongoing and he can 

coordinate various skills needed. I usually delegate different issues to each of the Board or 

external (e.g. to a lawyer when I feel that more help is needed). I participate in all the meetings 

and follow all the projects. Usually I briefly communicate the progress of our project to the other 

Board members which couldn´t manage to participate. Since I´ve had a long experience being 

chairman, I have a long experience in different projects and know very well our buildings (where 

to find things, which works have been done the last years, and so on). 

We also buy at the financial, technical and administrative management from an external 

expertise, which is Sbc. Even if we have competent Board members and a building 

superintendent, we need both a relief of the workload and sometimes a better understanding of 

specific areas. Still, we need to have both (external and internal) because we have a better 
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understanding of the area; we have a local knowledge and understand in a better way the 

residents´ wishes. 

Another source is the members itself. We are able to understand the climate and much more by 

listening to them. Often they feel more comfortable speaking with one from the Board than an 

external. 

 

-What are the main sources of knowledge outside the organization? 

(e.g. clients, suppliers, industrial associations, public research institutions and 

universities) 

Contractors and project managers help us pretty much in whatever we do. We learn a lot for 

every project we realize: how to do things, which technical solutions/problems we have to solve. 

We also get more understanding about our buildings and current laws – for instance: our 

buildings are under heritage protection, so we must be careful about what we do and how we 

do it. We wanted to buy new windows, and it is not so sure that we can do it, but this is another 

story… 

When we have meetings with contractors, it is good that our Board members participate as well 

to solve problems together and to negotiate costs and technical proposals. Unfortunately, it is 

not so many that can do it: often is just the financial and the IT-manager that can do it. This is 

mainly due to the person´s flexibility – Brf Grantorp is a non-profit organization and people 

usually work and do not want to take time off form their job to dedicate to the organization. This 

creates problems because the housing cooperative we administrate can be compared with a 

medium sized enterprise, which means the same amount of work. Anyway, we take what we can. 

BRF Kullen is also a precious knowledge source. We call it our twin, our Siamese organization 

because the buildings and the number our members are pretty much the same. 
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Sometimes we have informal meetings with its Board members where we exchange ideas, “tips 

and tricks” and talk about things that we are doing. We also suggest some contractors or 

discourage from using someone else. Their advices are very valuable because the can be 

regarded as genuine. 

We also buy services from Sbc (financial, technical and administrative). Sbc is a knowledge 

source as well. Not only by providing us with their expertise, but also providing as with project 

managers who have the knowledge required to complete a given task. They also get us in 

contact with different contractors who offer lots of services, both new and old, and where you 

can get a lot of inspiration. 

 

-What resources are dedicated to detecting, obtaining and communicating 

external knowledge within the organization? 

We do not have a specific budget just for this. Of course, it is important that we have access to 

the knowledge we need. We get courses suggestions from our partners (such as Sbc) or industry 

associations (such as Fastighetsägarna). They offer courses that vary from the pure accounting to 

secretary going through the housing association´s statutes. However, it is not required from our 

Board members to go these courses. It is rather the member itself who has the choice to go a 

course. We, as a housing association, happily pay for it, but only if the course may be of any use 

to their role: for example, a financial manager should be able to go on a course in accounting, 

while a secretary should be able to take a course in typewriting. 

Other forms of rewards are not excluded. However, they may occur according to one's own 

efforts. For example, one Board member that need to a lot of phone calls will be equipped with 

both a phone and a subscription paid by the association, while one that handles mail 

correspondence shall be equipped with a computer or a tablet. 
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-What are the main constrains that affect your decisions? 

(e.g. economic, legal) 

Our main constrains are: commitment, money, time.  

Commitment: a big problem is about the Board members commitment. I am not expecting only 

passionate ones, but the job charge is not equally distributed to the Board members. Someone 

does a lot and someone does a little. We have thoughts about developing incentives to increase 

the Board members commitment and, why not, even the other members. 

Money: we cannot realize everything we want to do, we have to keep a realistic budget. 

Time: being a Board member requires that you devote much of your time to help the 

association, which is comparable to a middle-sized company. The matters to be handled are 

many and varied and usually occur weekdays, business hours. There are many people on the 

Board who do not have much time because they work. They lack flexibility and the possibility to 

be present during the day. Either you have the possibility to manage your own time (for instance 

if you are unemployed, retired, self-employed or student) or it is difficult to be with. 

 

Sharing & Elaboration 

-How do you usually work? 

A prerequisite for sharing ideas and do brainstorm is by meetings. It is not just Board meetings 

(which occurs only once a month), but also with the other contractors. The problem is that there 

are only a few Board members (and usually the same) who may be present at such meetings that 

go beyond Board meetings (the latter is planned in the evening so that everyone can join it). 

This results in a large gap between the Board members who are with and those who are not 

because the former learn more and more, while the latter have it hard to keep up and make 
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decisions. Furthermore it is also true that what happens every day is a lot and you cannot report 

every single thing that happened at the Board meeting, which is once in a month. 

 

-How do you usually choose those who are to complete a given task? 

(e.g. project and similar) 

As much as possible is someone from the Board: this depends not only on his knowledge but 

principally on who is willing to do it. Then if additional professional skills are needed then we call 

in expertise. Sometimes the issues are too many so we simply delegate a part of them to our 

external management, which is Sbc.  

 

-Do you have any form of cooperation with other actors, such as industry 

associations, universities, expertise, etc. 

We have already spoken about it 

 -How does it work? 

 -What they contribute to? 

We have already spoken about it 

- Are there other forms of knowledge sharing between employees? 

(e.g. intro courses, presentations, etc.) 

Much is about sharing. We give each other updates when we meet, e-mailing, calling.  
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Codification & Storage 

-Do you usually codify and store information? 

 -Which kind of information? (e.g. best practices, manuals, work 

procedures, etc.)  

-In what way does the stored information contribute to the company's 

performances? 

-In case you don´t store information: in what way does it affect the organization´s 

performances? 

No, we do not store information - besides our protocols when we have Board meetings. We now 

have our own server, and the idea to digitize all the material that goes through the office is on 

our minds. It is incredibly much, and we still have not found any procedures for codifying and 

storing it in a way that makes it easy to access in case you need. However, we are aware of that 

need exists, that it is huge, and that we could take enormous benefits in doing it.  

We do not have any best practices, procedures, policies, previous projects, etc. which are 

digitized and saved. This also has been discussed on several occasions but “fell through the 

cracks”. It would have been better if there had been: it would save time and money and all 

Board members could have had access to it - now it is me doing a lot and caring a lot because I 

know this and that and what I can is not written anywhere. So they usually (the other Board 

members) ask me. When I quit I do not know how it is going to be here! Anyway, we now have 

an IT manager, and we intend to take measures in order to have as much as possible digitized 

and stored ant that it should be easy to access 

Even when it comes to maintenance plan and the various maintenances we have already spoken 

to Sbc, which will manage it. We told them that we want to easily access to information when we 

need to (for example, what has been done, what is still to do and so on). 
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Results 

-Can you give me some examples of how new knowledge or a new combination 

of existing knowledge has led to an improvement? 

(at the individual level: employees - at the aggregate level: project teams, the 

hole organization) 

 

-Can you tell me about a new service or an improvement of an existing one.  

-How did you develop it – what were the triggers?  

-Who developed it? 

-What benefits the organization received from it? 

The results we have achieved with our actual new financial manager we can see directly in the 

loan negotiations with the bank. We could save about two million Swedish crowns. He “create 

spaces”, in terms of time and money (as buffers). He can see when it is the right time to 

implement some projects, depending on our financial condition and other variables. A fantastic 

achievement also with the former chairman (last year) due to his “insider” knowledge - he was 

able to negotiate advantageous terms because he works as executive advisor at Nordea, an 

international bank. 

A result we have achieved through my – the chairman - knowledge (all that I have gathered 

during these years) is a well thought out maintenance plan. I know the condition of the building, 

what it has been done and what it has to be done.  

We have also achieved results through the cooperation of Sbc and their subcontractors. An 

example is that (through the maintenance plan, where the property has been thoroughly 

examined) they discovered that the fire alarm in the garage area was not working properly and 

needed to be redone. The operating company Driftia, expertise in fire alarm systems, in 

cooperation with SBC, discovered the problem. This was of tremendous benefit the very next 
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month, where a fire in the garage could immediately be detected thanks to the new operating 

system and the damage could be limited due to a faster arrival of the firemen. 

Another example has been the last week: an association´s member has complained that there 

are loose tiles on the facade that made noise when the wind blows (the facade has colorful 

bolted metal plates). The facades are in the maintenance plan, which we are now delegating to 

Sbc, but that was a very specific problem and pretty impossible for them to know it (we speak 

about thousands of such a plates – two huge buildings, eleven floor each). So we called Sbc and 

together we came up with a solution to reach the plate without calling aerial platform: climbing 

from below the roof was the solution! As the roof is newly renovated and it has been provided 

with good supports (brackets), we can use it. After all, it is about only two or three plates that 

need to be screwed, and it turn out to be cheaper. I think this is a better utilization of existing 

resources – I knew about the new brackets (but Sbc did still not) and the Sbc knew about the 

possibility of such intervention. 

An example of the results of our IT operations has been digital panels, which are used for 

example to book a time for laundry or as information tool to the residents. Here, we had two 

explicit needs: the first one was from the Board, wishing to avoid running around to nearly 500 

apartments with paper information. This saves a lot of paper and time. The second need came 

from the members, who wanted to avoid trouble in the laundry rooms: before you had to get 

into the laundry room to book a time when most probably someone else was in there washing. 

This ensure more privacy and avoid unnecessary trouble because you now book your time at the 

panel outside the laundry, or by the Internet, or even by you mobile, and only the person who 

has booked has access to the laundry. All this could be done thanks to our informal interchange 

with Brf Kullen, which already adopted such a solution and helped us with its experience.  

Another example is the video surveillance cameras in the garage: our IT manager was able to 

negotiate a good price for the service and cameras with a better resolution than the old ones. 

That because he knew the market and the technical specifications, so he could negotiate with 

different companies a choice the one whit offered the best service at the best price. However, a 

real  useful contribution was given by the good quality of the new cameras. A fire incident in 
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the garage was recorded with clear, sharp images and the stored information was delivered to 

the police which could establish that it was arson and therefore we received full insurance 

compensation for the damage. 

Another example has been to build our own website and our own server. This resulted in 

financial savings and a better, more flexible and immediate handling of the information posted 

on the website (we previously paid to an external company for hiring a virtual). 

Another has been to draw our own optical fiber to avoid paying the rent for using IP-addresses 

through Bredbandsbolaget, which is a broadband company. For every digital panel we had to 

rent an IP-address, and we have more than 20! Since we now use our cables for that (and for 

other things), we save approximately 90 000SEK per year. Of course it had a cost drawing the 

optical fiber cables, but we had a payback in about six months.  

An example of the results of our building superintendent: we had a fire incident in the garage a 

few weeks ago. He was in place and could promptly help the firemen and the other personal 

involved, such as the police. He helped with the access to different areas, through a key-tag and 

his “knowledge of the territory”.  

An example of the result of lack of knowledge was about the renovation of various bathrooms. It 

was a long time ago, which means another Board then. The point is, the lack of knowledge 

about some rules, led to an incorrect decision. The Board gave the job to a company that turned 

out not to be competent. We know that today, because we have Sbc as expertise – while at that 

time the company was contracted directly from the Board. This means that today we have to do 

the work once again, the fake company of course went underground, and it results as a double 

cost for us. That is also why we purchase expertise competencies. Besides time and commitment 

is the key skills that are difficult to get into the Board. So we let Sbc manage various 

maintenance, repairs, renovations, etc. It also takes the responsibility to supervise that jobs will 

follow reigning laws. There are so many aspects to get in consideration! 

Another example is about our electronic locks system, which solved the “key problem”. We had 

hundred of keys to gave access to various areas: the garage, the basements, the heat pumps… 
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our building superintendent found it difficult to keep track of all the keys borrowed here and 

there (various contractors needed access to different areas in different occasions). In addition to 

that, each time any key was lost, we had to replace the entire lock – which means, a lot of 

money. Now, if you need the access to a specific area, you get a tag. This tag has a chip that is 

programmed in advance and gives you access only to the specific area. The same system is used 

for members to come into his building, go into the garage (specifically only those who rent 

space) and go to the laundry room (here too, just at the booked time). This solved the problem 

with unauthorized access: an example, when moving the former members would no longer be 

able to enter the port or other areas because we easily deactivate the access by using our 

server. The result was due to the collaboration between us (especially our IT manager) and the 

contractor: we can say that we created the system together, because we completed each other’s 

gaps. 

 

Something more you want to say? 

Today it is a challenge to have professionalism while running nonprofit organization. A member 

can sit a maximum of two years at the Board and then, if he wants to continue, he needs to be 

reelected. If not, then all the created contacts are gone. Furthermore, his knowledge also is 

gone. Well, the issues vary continuously but at least the basic knowledge, what it has been 

gathered in two years, is gone and we need to “re-educate” someone else. Again and again 

from the bottom, and every two years (if the Board member is still working) we have the same 

problem. Because of that, it is not unfamiliar getting into the same errors when we do things. 

But I have learned that too. And usually the best way they learn (I mean the “new” Board 

members) is by doing mistakes. 

Even if we buy expertise services (e.g. technical management) to get help with that we cannot, it 

is not enough - you need prepared Board members to make good decisions). 
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Unfortunately at the annual general meeting the Board members are elected not primarily on 

the individual´s knowledge (or because of the skills that could be of use) but due to their 

personal relations. 

 

Respondent 2  

Date: 30 April 2013 

Organization: Brf Grantorp 

Term of office: 6 of the last 10 years, 2 of them as chairman. 

Abbreviations:  

Sbc = Sveriges BostadsrättsCentrum 

HSB = Hyresgästernas Sparkasse och Byggnadsförening 

 

 

Identifying & Acquisition 

-What are the main sources of knowledge within the organization? 

(e.g. Board members, housing cooperative) 

Our primary sources are the Board members. They contribute with the knowledge they possess. 

“Are you getting shit in, well you will get shit out”. 

 

-What are the main sources of knowledge outside the organization? 

(e.g. clients, suppliers, industrial associations, public research institutions and 

universities) 

They are suppliers, Sbc with his external management (financial, technical and administrative), 

project managers, banks and other contractors. They contribute with expertise knowledge, 

which in turn we take in consideration with our decision. All these actors are essential to have Brf 

Grantorp activities going around. Then there are of course also industry organizations, such as 

Bostadsrättsförenigar, that drives interest issues to decision-makers in parliament. 
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-What resources are dedicated to detecting, obtaining and communicating 

external knowledge within the organization? 

-What are the main constrains that affect your decisions? 

(e.g. economic, legal, time, other) 

 

Depending on the Board's shortcomings. You invest in a targeted area. One sees shortcomings 

in their daily work and invests accordingly to that. But we're talking about basic knowledge. You 

do not need expertise knowledge but just basic. Investments for a Board member to become 

expertise in a particular field? No, because in two years maybe this knowledge disappears (the 

Board members have a mandate of two years, after which they must be re-elected to continue, 

otherwise they have to leave). 

 

We choose among the courses offered by our business partners (suppliers, managers, industry 

associations) – you are spoiled of choice. The knowledge required, if it is not already on the 

Board, is always available in the market. But we need to focus because we have a limited 

budget. We focus, for example by offering a Board member a course if it is for the organization´s 

best. It depends on his role: a secretary cannot take a course in accounting and vice versa. You 

should always ask yourself the question: is it personal purposes or the Board´s purposes? 

 

Our main constrains are resources and commitment. 

When I speak about resources I mean time. We do not have all the time in the world, we need to 

be effective. If people are not prepared, the information comes too late; even then you cannot 

make the right decision. Everyone should be informed before the meeting, to bounce back and 

develop ideas at the meeting. Then it is important to not spend much time on the everyday 

activities but to focus on specific cases, where it is worth investing more time. If you have 

resources, you can spend a lot of time. But if not, you need to prioritize and if special expertise 

knowledge is required – and which the Board does not possess – we have to buy it from the 
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outside. 

Then it is critical the everyone´s commitment. People need to come to the meetings prepared, 

which does not happen so regularly. Many think that it should not be something more than just 

making presence at the meeting once in a month. But it is rather all the things you take care of 

in between the meetings that are most important. 

 

 

Sharing & Elaboration 

-How do you usually work? 

 

We bounce ideas at the meetings. It requires some knowledge in a specific area to recognize a 

possibility. Then you share it with others Board members to create a domino effect. The others, 

once again, need to come prepared in order to keep up with because if the do not then it 

becomes one-sided. 

 

-How do you usually choose those who are to complete a given task? 

(e.g. project and similar) 

 

Competence is a rare commodity. We try as much as possible to cover different areas of 

responsibility in order to delegate different issues depending on one´s responsibility area. But it 

turns out that it is primarily the one who is willing to do a task that will take care of it.  

 

-Do you have any form of cooperation with other actors, such as industry 

associations, universities, expertise, etc. 

 -How does it work? 

 -What they contribute to? 

 

We cooperate primarily with contractors and project managers. They bring their experience and 
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expertise knowledge. What should be added is that there is already a network around us. I 

mean, the contractors, the project managers etc., they already have a network of cooperation 

fully working. In other words, we do not need to reinvent the wheel but just to pay someone 

working for us, which in turn generate knowledge and develops new product and services with 

his network. 

 

 

- Are there other forms of knowledge sharing between employees? 

(e.g. intro courses, presentations, etc.) 

 

It depends on how close the members are to each other. You build a relationship through 

informal meetings, mail, phone calls, etc. We use all kind of channels that are available, it is 

important that our activities do not just stop at the Board meetings. You can bounce ideas off 

the Board; in this way you start a spiral.  

 

Results 

-Can you give me some examples of how new knowledge or a new combination 

of existing knowledge has led to an improvement? 

(at the individual level: employees - at the aggregate level: project teams, the 

hole organization) 

-Can you tell me about a new service or an improvement of an existing one.  

-How did you develop it – what were the triggers?  

-Who developed it? 

-What benefits the organization received from it? 

 

An example is by using my expertise knowledge in bank loans and interests – I work for an 

international bank and are involved in these matters everyday. I could negotiate loans with 

better terms. I know also the electricity market, and could secure a advantageous price for the 
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cooperative some years ahead. All in all, we saved a few million. 

Then we have generally achieved good results through collaboration, because we get a new 

perspective on things. What one individual sees is one-sided, it required several people who can 

twist and turn things from multiple perspectives. 

I was able to help our financial manager, who was new to his role, by sharing my knowledge. I 

had a role as chairman, so that I could not manage the financial area as well. But by helping him 

on the road he learned a lot of things, and then he became independent. However, he already 

had academic knowledge in finance, so that it turned out much easier to teach him a lot of my 

expertise knowledge building on his existing. 

A result that I consider in a negative way is about our IT system. There is currently a server, 

owned by Brf Grantorp, which handles all the electronic things: from video surveillance to tour 

the laundry rooms, etc. We thought about the short-term benefits, to gain quick access to the 

server and it was cheaper than renting from an external. The problem is that we have become 

too dependent on the director in charge of IT part. I mean, what happens when he leaves? Is 

there any other among the members who have the knowledge required to manage it? The risk is 

that the whole system becomes unusable, meaning that we lose the entire investment. 

 

I am however not satisfied of the results that we have achieved with our IT system. Not because 

it was a bad idea but because it created too much dependence on one person (our IT manager 

and Board member). There is currently a server, owned by the cooperative, which handles all the 

electronic stuff: video surveillance, laundry booking and so on. It was possible to create this 

system, which thanks to the expertise owned by our Board member – he is computer technician. 

The benefits of this investment were the quick and direct access to the server in order to 

program its functions and to keep it up-to-date. Of course we also saved the rent for an external 

server and its maintenance. But I now see it as short-term benefits, because we have become 

too dependent on him. I mean, what happens when he leaves? Is there any other among the 

members who have the knowledge required to manage it? The risk is that the whole system 

becomes unusable, meaning that we lose the entire investment. 
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Codification & Storage 

-Do you usually codify and store information? 

 -Which kind of information? (e.g. best practices, manuals, work 

procedures, etc.)  

-In what way does the stored information contribute to the company's 

performances? 

-In case you don´t store information: in what way does it affect the organization´s 

performances? 

 

I wrote the policy loan (when it is advantageous to bind and when it is advantageous to not do 

it). I wrote other policies as well, for instance regarding the different roles of the Board members 

and what is expected from each role, and stored it in a binder. But it seems that it fell through 

the cracks. And a place where we can store all our documents is still missing.  

 

This is because it is still missing a structure, routines on the Board work. And if you do not have a 

structure… well, all the work falls apart. It becomes inefficient and often you need to do things 

twice – time you could have used in doing another thing. Time is a rare commodity and affects 

the stability of the Board. 

 

 

Incentives 

-What kind of incentives do you have for encouraging workers to: 

 -continue their education 

 -suggest about how to use new or existing knowledge 

 -transfer their knowledge to other workers 

 -document and store into databases work-related information 
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Incentives can be different things, not necessarily money. It is important to define what is meant 

by incentives here on the Board. For example, achieving better standard of living is an incentive. 

Then you can get a little fee, some money, but it is not why you are sitting at the Board. We 

should not forget that it is voluntary work for the benefit of the members. Otherwise the all thing 

falls: it would be privatized and then this would be handled as a private company, which is more 

interested in to get as much profit as possible. 

Then it may count as incentives that you get experience: you learn to handle different people, to 

face adversity, to defend and argue for your ideas.  

 

Something more you want to say? 

The challenge is to get Board members with required skills – or to achieve it. We should have 

procedures, standardize. Especially for what is difficult or complex, to write it down for future 

use. I see this as a weakness, and every year is always the same problem. Then I think that every 

member needs a basic knowledge in his area of responsibility, but we do not need to invest in 

his specialization too much because it is an investment that potentially disappears within two 

years (as long as his mandate). Furthermore, it creates too much dependence… and when he 

leaves? 
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Brf Kullen 

Respondent 3  

Date: 2 May 2013 

Organization: Brf Kullen 

Term of office: 7 of the last 10 years, 5 of them as chairman. 

Abbreviations:  

Sbc = Sveriges BostadsrättsCentrum 

HSB = Hyresgästernas Sparkasse och Byggnadsförening 

 

 

Identifying & Acquisition 

-What are the main sources of knowledge within the organization? 

(e.g. Board members, housing cooperative) 

 

The main sources of knowledge are our members. It is from them that the Board members come 

from. The problem is that our election committee does not have really focused on looking for 

competent individuals. They say, “We have a person who we think is good…” without even 

knowing with which skills the person can contribute. Thus, they lack the knowledge to find useful 

knowledge. Nowadays, we have begun giving the committee the possibility to go on a course 

on learning how to an election committee works.  

And then it is of course our Board that becomes our main source of knowledge. 
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-What are the main sources of knowledge outside the organization? 

(e.g. clients, suppliers, industrial associations, public research institutions and 

universities) 

 

We have a great benefit by using external sources such as fairs and exhibitions for real estate. 

They contribute with their knowledge of what is happening in the real estate sector, they give us 

an up-to-date with the latest technology.  

Then we have different subscriptions to magazines (also about real estate as main theme). Well, 

we subscribe but it is up to each one Board member to read them. I, for example, get a lot by 

reading these magazines. 

We also organize regular meetings with other associations to share different experiences. 

 

 

-What resources are dedicated to detecting, obtaining and communicating 

external knowledge within the organization? 

-What are the main constrains that affect your decisions? 

(e.g. economic, legal, time, other) 

 

We have a budget dedicated to courses, journals, books, conferences and trade fairs. The 

purpose of this is budget is just for skill development. We do not assume that a Board member 

has to possess competence from the beginning, but the goal is that everyone should become a 

certified Board member. In order to achieve the goal, everyone has to go to a course on 

learning what it means to be a Board member. The course covers all the basic you need to know 

to be on the Board, and are offered by HSB, which is our administrative manager. 

Even those members who are not on the Board can join these courses for free. The ideas it that, 

if you are curious and want to learn more about the Board work then you can do it. Potentially it 

could turn out as a benefit for the Board, because someone who has gone the course could be 

elected as a Board member in the future. However, because education is perishable, it is good 
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to keep the Board members up-to-date. 

 

Our major limitations are time and commitment. I often hear Board members saying, “no, I 

cannot, I have no time”. It rules the notion that if you are silent then maybe you keep away from 

things to do. Lack of engagement is at the basis of these problems, I suppose. We could have 

saved a lot of money – sometimes we buy services that we could have managed ourselves just 

because no one wants to do it. 

When it comes to money, we can see it as a temporary restriction: things that need to be done 

get done anyway. They just become displaced in time when we can afford it. Either we wait or 

we make sure to get enough money, so that I do not really consider it as a limitation in that 

sense. 

 

 

Sharing & Elaboration 

-How do you usually work? 

 

-How do you usually choose those who are to complete a given task? 

(e.g. project and similar) 

 

When we lack knowledge so we buy in expertise knowledge such as the financial management. 

In this case we buy a service from HSB, which has a department specialized in loans and 

negotiations. Sometimes it would have been cheaper and quicker to handle certain matters in-

house, but as I said before it is often no one willing to do this or that. 

So it depends very much on the individual who will attend a particular case, then also the 

knowledge that each one possesses is relevant. 

Then we have the operational meetings as well, to see how it goes in practice with the decision 

made at the Board meetings. 

If some issue is urgent and we need a quick decision, I usually do not wait until we have the 

Board meeting but I just send a mail to get a quick answer. But it has started also running out of 
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answers to emails. This is a lack of commitment! 

We also have various working groups – members outside the Board who cooperate with the 

Board: the Info group ensures that Kullenbladet (our info sheet) will provide information to our 

members; Sauna & Gymgruppen manages our sauna and gym for the members; Gårdsgruppen 

takes care of our garden; Festkommittén coordinates parties. All these groups of course try to 

engage our members that still are not involved. 

 

 

-Do you have any form of cooperation with other actors, such as industry 

associations, universities, expertise, etc. 

 -How does it work? 

 -What they contribute to? 

 

We collaborate with our neighbouring association Brf Grantorp by sharing experiences. Because 

of this area and these buildings were at the beginning (a long time ago) one together, we still 

have some areas that we could not split. That means, we have some common areas that we 

need to take care of together. 

 

- Are there other forms of knowledge sharing between employees? 

(e.g. intro courses, presentations, etc.) 

 

We have conference times, which may be regarded as informal meeting. There we discuss about 

easier subjects related to our association. It is a way to meet and socialize, to know each other in 

a more relaxed environment. It can be also used as kick-off meeting for future projects. 

 

Then we have every other Thursday our expedition open to the members. Two of the Board 

members– a more experienced and a newer one – will be there to meet them. The purpose of 

this is to answer the various questions that may arise, but also to give our Board members the 
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opportunity to share knowledge – something that tends to be especially useful for the newer 

ones. 

 

 

Results 

-Can you give me some examples of how new knowledge or a new combination 

of existing knowledge has led to an improvement? 

(at the individual level: employees - at the aggregate level: project teams, the 

hole organization) 

-Can you tell me about a new service or an improvement of an existing one.  

-How did you develop it – what were the triggers?  

-Who developed it? 

-What benefits the organization received from it? 

  

We can take our IT system as example. We have at each building entrance digital panels that are 

connected to this system, which is great for quickly giving information to members and to book 

the laundry room and the sauna. The same thing can be conveniently also online from home. 

The idea to develop this system have we got at a real estate trade fair. It has solved the problem 

of the complexity of the paper information to be distributed to almost 500 apartments and made 

easier the laundry and sauna booking system. In other words we reached benefits both for the 

Board (saving enormous amount of time when we need rapidly to go out with short information) 

and for the members giving an improved service. 

 

Another example is the new detergent treatment in laundry rooms, which nowadays is done 

automatically. You do not need to bring and add your own detergent because the washing 

machine will do it itself. The advantage of this system is that the machine uses the exact quantity 

needed to wash your clothes, which means avoiding black mold, less wear and a reduced 

environmental impact. Even this innovation is taken from a real estate trade fair.  
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Another example is the CO2 in the garage. Fans go only when there is too much carbon 

dioxide; otherwise they are in sleep mode. The benefits are that it saves a lot of energy. This 

also came from a real estate trade fair.  

 

Another example is the Bauer system. This system ionizes the water so that oxygen does not 

enter the water and damage the pipes by corroding them. Another gain is that we offer our 

members better water! As the ideas before, this too have we taken inspiration at a real estate 

trade fair. 

 

A new method, which at the moment is in progress, is the grinding our stone floor instead of 

putting a plastic one. The advantage of this method is that you no longer have a plastic carpet 

that after some year torn apart but you merely need to treat occasionally the stone floor. Once 

again, also this method have we seen at a real estate trade fair. 

 

Regarding our video surveillance system the inspiration came directly from within the 

organization. A Board member, who worked as security guard at Securitas, recognized the need 

for monitoring our parking spaces in a more efficient manner. It was so that we experienced 

every weekend something like 8-10 damaged cars because of episodes of vandalism or burglary. 

Besides the damages, we always had to order extra guard patrols. He then came with the 

proposal to install video surveillance cameras to monitor the area 24/7. We had to invest a 

certain amount of course, but after we installed the cameras, the problem decreased 

dramatically: there has been only one episode in 5 years! Moreover, we could reduce costs for 

guard rounds. 

 

All the new methods that we have adopted, especially when it comes to the latest technologies, 

have also provided indirect benefits: our external financial and technical manager, HSB, often 

asks for updates on new techniques for real estate maintenance and operations. I mean, the 

roles are inverted now! We have become better than them in recognizing useful stuff for our 

buildings and our members. We are happy to share with us and this gives us an advantageous 
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position when we then negotiate costs for project management with them. Namely, when we 

buy a service project from HSB, we can bargain the project management quota.  

 

 

Codification & Storage 

-Do you usually codify and store information? 

 -Which kind of information? (e.g. best practices, manuals, work 

procedures, etc.)  

-In what way does the stored information contribute to the company's 

performances? 

-In case you don´t store information: in what way does it affect the organization´s 

performances? 

 

Much of what is done and the possessed knowledge will still remain in your head. It is often a 

word-of-mouth knowledge that rules. Our goal, however, is to create a virtual place where we 

can store information digitally: upload manuals, policies, transfers of the apartment´s ownerships, 

contracts, correspondence between the Board and the residents, etc. We want it digitally an 

easy access at anytime from anywhere. It requires structuring some sort of online repository for 

easy access to information from all the Board members. We have seen some solutions and also 

have been tipped off. 

 

If we already had this system up and running, we should have saved a lot of time. An example: a 

few weeks ago, we needed to get out some old documents on a specific case. We had intended 

to proceed with the case without having to start from scratch. What we needed, then, was to see 

what offers we had received and what decisions we had taken. In other words, we had all the 

information ready and it was just to pursue further. Now, if we had all this material in digital 

format, it would have been enough to enter a keyword in order to get instantly what we needed. 

Unfortunately it was on paper and filed somewhere among a lot of other document. Eventually, 
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we obtained the documents we were looking for: it took a week! 

 

 

Incentives 

-What kind of incentives do you have for encouraging workers to: 

 -continue their education 

 -suggest about how to use new or existing knowledge 

 -transfer their knowledge to other workers 

 -document and store into databases work-related information 

 

We have no incentives for doing it, we think that the knowledge acquiring, to keep informed of 

what is happening is part of your role. As I said before, everyone should go on courses to get a 

Board member diploma but if anyone is interested in attending other courses related to the 

organizations activities, then we will finance it. 

We may see our conferences also as incentives for knowledge sharing? We for example financed 

conference travel to Riga, Copenhagen and elsewhere. It is also a great opportunity to meet, 

socialize and share experiences. We usually are more relaxed and discussions start by itself.  

 

Supplementary information 

-Something more you want to say? 

Commitment is the biggest challenge. People usually say that they do not really have time to do 

one or the other, but actually is commitment that is missing. Before, a long time ago, I 

remember Board people had time and did a lot of things. Today it is expected that someone 

else should do the job. 

 


